
Could Your Engineering, Construction, or 
Land Surveying Firm Bene�t From Using 3D 
Visualization Software?

Do you project-manage the expansion or building of a facility or asset and need to better collaborate with 
contractors and asset owners?

If you answered yes to just 1 or 2 of these questions, your organization is on the right track, but could benefit from a 
free consultation to identify areas where you could improve by incorporating the JP Interactive Viewer. And if you 
answered yes 3 times or more, your organization could perform much better with our software. Contact us today 
and sign up for our free trial.
*We could add a question center around the need to overlap BIM/CAD data with Point Cloud for maximum design accuracy. Designers in the engineering phase are currently facing this issue. 
The need to interact with both BIMs and Point Clouds at the same time. 

Navigate through our checklist to see how your 
organization could transform operations through 
JP Interactive Viewer:

Do you often drive or fly hundreds or thousands of miles to physically obtain information about a facility asset, 
resulting in expensive travel costs and inefficient project management?

Are your SMEs saddled with downtime and logistical expenses as a result of having to visit sites in person?

Do your project managers often lack visual context of facilities without actually visiting them in person?

Are you faced with having to use different software to access many databases to obtain operating, engineering, and 
maintenance information that is not centrally located?

Do you transfer large amounts of data such as BIM/CAD files or point clouds and have to mail or ship hard drives as 
a workaround?

Do you ever experience a lack of processing power needed for large complex data files?

Are you struggling with protecting hard drives to ensure information security and compliance when sharing 
deliverables across project teams?

Do you regularly experience miscommunication between internal and external teams?

Would you be interested in software solutions that can improve project communication and productivity via remote 
asset management while reducing travel time and expenses?

Would you be interested in a 3D visualization software solution that helps all teams involved in facility/asset 
management to produce a digital twin? 


